For pseudo-differential operators generating symmetric Feller semigroups we discuss several approaches to the Dirichlet problem and show that under suitable regularity assumptions the solutions obtained by different methods do all coincide. In particular, we give a reasonable analytic interpretation to a probabilistic approach to the Dirichlet problem.
Introduction
Since the papers of Ph. CourreÁ ge [4, 5] it is known that under some mild regularity conditions the generator of a Feller semigroup restricted to C 0 (R n ) is a pseudo differential operator &p(x, where p: R n _R n Ä C is a continuous function such that p(x, } ): R n ÄC is negative definite in the sense of A. Beurling and J. Deny, see [1] for the exact definition. In particular the symbols ! [ |!| 2s , 0<s 1, are included, i.e. the operators (&2) s , 0<s 1. If &p(x, D) is symmetric, it is clear that it also extends to a generator of a (symmetric) Dirichlet form.
We are interested in boundary value problems which one might prove to be well-posed for p(x, D). In particular we want to discuss the Dirichlet article no. 0039 problem for p(x, D). The main difficulty which arises is that p(x, D) is in general non-local and does not satisfy the transmission property.
Already in 1938, M. Riesz [23] discussed in a certain sense the Dirichlet problem for the operator (&2) s , 0<s<1. He calculated the harmonic measure for the ball B r (0)/R n and as a result he found that its support is the complement B r (0) c of the ball, whereas in the case s=1, i.e. the Laplacian, the support of the harmonic measure for the ball is only its boundary B r (0). This again reflects the non-locality of (&2) s , 0<s<1. For this reason, the Dirichlet problem for p(x, D) in an open set 0/R n should be formulated as follows:
Given f: R n Ä R, find all u: R n Ä R such that M. Riesz used balayage theory to handle the case (&2) s and this approach had been developed further beside others by N. S. Landkof [20] . See also the recent work of R. Song [24] . Later J. Bliedtner and W. Hansen, see [2] , established a complete, but rather abstract, balayage theory for a large class of generators of strong Feller semigroups. In particular they handled the Dirichlet problem. But unfortunately, in their formulation of the Dirichlet problem the generator of the Feller semigroup under consideration does not enter. On the other hand, using the spectral synthesis theorem for Dirichlet spaces, see [7] , a Hilbert space approach to (0.2) is possible, provided p(x, D) is symmetric. This approach could be regarded as a modification of the classical direct methods to the Dirichlet problem for the Laplacian, and in this formulation the operator p(x, D) plays a natural ro^le.
In a series of papers [15] [17] we considered classes of Feller semigroups and Dirichlet forms generated by pseudo differential operators p(x, D) of form (0.1). In this paper we will discuss various aspects related to the Dirichlet problem for these operators.
In Section 1 we just recall results of [17] . These results were extended in Section 2. Using techniques from [10] and [11] we prove that the operators under consideration generate strong Feller semigroups under some natural, additional assumptions. This enables us to show in Section 3 that we can construct a balayage space by starting with p(x, D). Using this balayage space, in Section 4 we give a first approach to the Dirichlet problem (0.2). Starting with Section 5 we suppose p(x, D) to be symmetric. This makes it possible to work in the associated Dirichlet space. In particular, just using the Hilbert space structure in the Dirichlet space we discuss a weak formulation of the Dirichlet problem (variational approach) and apply some results of [18] . In Section 6 we also use the Dirichlet space structure via the spectral synthesis theorem and obtained the weak solution to the Dirichlet problem by an orthogonal projection of the data. For suitable data, in Section 7, we identify the solution of the Dirichlet problem obtained in the underlying balayage space and that obtained in the Dirichlet space context. The key for this identification in both cases is a representation of the solution by using the Feller process associated with p(x, D), i.e. we have for reasonable data f
where
In the setting of the underlying balayage space, boundary regularity questions can be handled. But in the Dirichlet space setting to us this seems to be still a delicate and open question. It would be desirable to have an analogue to the classical results for elliptic second order differential operators, see [23] .
Some Notations
Most of our notations are standard. For the readers' convenience we recall the definition of some norms and function spaces. All functions u will be defined on R n and obtained values in R or R =R _ [ , & ]. By 0 we always denote an open set in R n and a 2 : R n Ä R will be a continuous negative definite function, i.e. a 2 is a continuous function such that a 2 (0) 0 and for all t>0 the function ! [ e &ta 2 (!) is positive definite, see [1] . The Fourier transform of u is denoted by u^provided it exists.
continuous functions on R n vanishing at infinity,
arbitrarily often differentiable functions on R n with compact support,
continuous functions on R n with compact support in 0, C 0 (0) arbitrarily often differentiable functions on R n with compact support in 0,
For a locally compact space X with countable base by C(X), C 0 (X) and C (X) we also denote the spaces of continuous functions, of continuous functions with compact support and of continuous functions vanishing at infinity, respectively.
A Class of Pseudodifferential Operators Generating a Feller Semigroup
In this section we recall some results from [17] . For this let a 2 : R n Ä R be a continuous negative definite function satisfying for all ! # R n , |!| large,
with some r 0 >0 and c>0. Furthermore, let p: R n _R n Ä R be a continuous function such that for any fixed x # R n the function p(x, } ): R n Ä R is negative definite. We suppose that p(x, !) has the decomposition
where for p 1 and p 2 we have for some m # N
The statement in P. 4 
For * # R we denote by p * (x, D) the operator p(x, D)+* and B * stands for B( } , } )+*( } , } ) 0 . In [17] the following results have been proved The purpose of this section is twofold. First we want to prove that there exist a lot of strictly positive excessive functions for the Feller semigroup (T t, * ) t 0 generated by &p * (x, D), and secondly we will prove that the semigroup (T t, * ) t 0 is a strong Feller semigroup. holds for all x # R n . Let us denote for *>0 the resolvent of &p(
and that
holds for all u # D( p * (x, D)). Moreover, as a generator of a Feller semigroup &p * (x, D) satisfies the positive maximum principle, i.e. if g # D(&p(x, D)) and for some x 0 # R n we have g(
Proposition 2.1. Let p(x, D) satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 and let *>0. Then for any u # C (R n ), u>0, the function V * u is a strictly positive excessive function of the semigroup (T t, * ) t 0 .
Proof. First let us prove that u>0 implies V * u>0. Since for all v # C (R n ) we have
where T t =T t, 0 , it follows that for u>0 we have V * u(x) 0. Now, let x 0 # R n such that V * u(x 0 )=0. Then we have &V * u(x 0 )=sup x # R n( &V * u(x)) 0 and consequently by the positive maximum principle
, thus u(x 0 ) 0, which is a contradiction. Furthermore, using (2.3) we find
hence we find
for all x # R n . But since (T t, * ) t 0 is a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on C (R n ) we finally get
which proves the proposition.
Since (T t, * ) t 0 is a Feller semigroup, there exists a sub-Markovian kernel + t, * such that
holds for all u # C (R n ). But from (2.4) it is clear that (T t, * ) t 0 defines a semigroup on B + (R n ) and on B b (R n ), i.e. each of the operators T t, * maps
is called an excessive function with respect to the strong Feller semigroup (T t, * ) t 0 , if (2.1) holds.
We want to show that under suitable additional assumptions on the symbol of p(x, D) the Feller semigroup (T t, * ) t 0 , * 0, is a strong Feller semigroup. For this note first that if (T t ) t 0 is the Feller semigroup generated by &p(x, D), then the Feller semigroup generated by &p * (x, D) is given by
which implies that if (T t ) t 0 is a strong Feller semigroup, so is (T t, * ) t 0 , *>0.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that p(x, !) satisfies P.1 P.4.m for m suitable large. In addition assume that there exists a continuous function a~2: R n Ä R such that a~2(0)=0 and
Proof. We follow closely an argument given in [11] , see also [10] . Let . # C 0 (R n ) be such that 0 . 1, .| B1Â2(0) =1 and supp ./B 1 (0) hold. For R>0 we set . R (x): =.(xÂR) and we claim
Without loss of generality assume R>1. Then we have
If follows that
thus we have
. From this and (2.6) we find
leading us to
Finally we have
which gives
thus (2.8) is proved. Now let us denote by + t (x, dy) the kernel associated with (T t ) t 0 , i.e.
For x 0 # R n and '>0 fixed and . R as above we have . R (x)=1 for all x # B ' (x 0 ) provided R>2( |x 0 | +'). Now we find for these R's
Now let u: R n Ä R be a bounded measurable function and
We have to prove that g is continuous. Let =>0 and choose R>0 such that
But for x # B ' (x 0 ) we have
On the other hand, we claim that g R (x) defined by
, we can approximate u R by a sequence of uniformly bounded testfunctions pointwise almost everywhere and in L 1 (R n ). Moreover, by (2.7) it is clear that the measures + t (x, } ) are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Therefore, we find using (2.7), (2.14), the dominating convergence theorem and the fact that T t maps C 0 (R n ) into C (R n ) that g R can be uniformly approximated by continuous functions. Thus there exists $ # (0, ') such that for all
proving the theorem.
Corollary 2.1. Suppose that p(x, !) fulfills P.1 P.4 m for m sufficiently large, is symmetric and satisfies (2.6). Then &p * (x, D) generates a strong Feller semigroup for all * 0.
Let us denote by (T t, * ) t 0 the Feller semigroup defined on B + (R n ) and generated on C (R n ) by &p * (x, D). Suppose that the semigroup (T t ) t 0 , remember T t =T t, 0 , is conservative, i.e. T t 1=1 for all t>0. Then the function x [ 1 is excessive with respect to (T t, * ) t 0 for all * 0. Indeed, using (2. 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2.1 we know that there exists a family of functions . R # C 0 (R n ) such that . R (x) [ 1 as R Ä , the family (. R ) R>0 is uniformly bounded and
Furthermore we have
Thus we find with (2.14)
Moreover we have by the dominating convergence theorem using the properties of (.
which implies with (2.19) that
and the corollary is proved.
A Class of Balayage Spaces Generated by Pseudodifferential Operators
In this section we will first recall the definition of a balayage space as it was introduced by J. Bliedtner and W. Hansen [2] . Then we will show that a large class of pseudo differential operators considered in Section 1 generate a balayage space.
Let X be a locally compact topological space with countable base and denote by B (X) the Borel functions f: X Ä R . By definition a convex cone S/C(X) is called a function cone if S contains a strictly positive function, the set of non-negative functions in S is linearly separating, i.e. for any x, y # X, x{y, and any * 0 there exists f # S, f 0, such that f (x){*f ( y), and for any f # S there exists a non-negative function g # S such that for any =>0 there exists a compact set
Let F/B (X) and define
We say that F is _-stable if S(F )=F. Further, if f: X Ä R is a numerical function, we denote by f * the lower semi-continuous regularization of f, i.e. f *(x)=lim inf y Ä x f ( y), x # X. With any convex cone W of non-negative lower semi-continuous numerical functions on X one can associate the W-fine topology. This is the coarsest topology on X which is finer than the initial topology and for which all functions of W are continuous. B.4. there exists a function cone P of non-negative continuous functions such that W=S(P).
The following result holds
which are excessive with respect to (T t ) t 0 such that uÂv # C (X). Denote by V 0 the kernel V 0 (x, B) := 0 + t (x, B) dt for x # X and B a Borel set in X. If in addition V 0 is a proper kernel, i.e. x [ V 0 (x, K) is a bounded function for every compact K/X, then (X, E (Tt)t 0 ) is a balayage space, where E (Tt)t 0 denotes the set of excessive functions with respect to (T t ) t 0 .
Using the result of Section 2 we get Theorem 3.2. Let p: R n _R n Ä R be a continuous function such that for any fixed x # R n the function p(x, } ): R n Ä R is negative definite and let a 2 : R n Ä R be a continuous negative definite function such that (1.1) holds. In addition suppose that P.1 P.4 m with m sufficiently large and (2.6), (2.7) of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then for any *>0 a balayage space is given by (R n , E (Tt, *)t 0 ).
Proof. Since the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled the semigroup (T t, * ) t 0 is a strong Feller semigroup and for its potential kernel we have
where + t (x, B) is the kernel associated with the semigroup (T t ) t 0 . Thus V 0, * is proper. Further, by Corollary 2.2 we know that (T t ) t 0 is conservative which implies that x [ 1 is an excessive function for (T t, * ) t 0 for any *>0. Finally, by Proposition 2.1 we know that for *>0 any of the functions V * u, u # C (R n ) and u>0, is a strictly positive excessive function with respect to (T t, * ) t 0 , which proves the theorem.
Remark. Unfortunately, until now we do not know conditions which allows us to prove a variant of Proposition 2.1 for the case *=0. But clearly, if there exists a least one strictly positive excessive function u # C (R n ) with respect to (T t ) t 0 , T t =T t, 0 , then also (T t ) t 0 generates a balayage space.
From Corollary 1.1 we have Corollary 3.1. Suppose that p: R n _R n Ä R is continuous, satisfies P.1 P.4.m, m sufficiently large, fulfills (2.6) and p(x, } ) is a negative definite function for all x # R n . Moreover suppose that p(x, D) is symmetric. Then for any *>0 a balayage space is given by (R n , E (Tt, *)t 0 ).
On the
First we want to describe briefly how to formulate and to solve the Dirichlet problem in a balayage space (X, W). All the following results are taken from [2] .
In a balayage space (X, W) we define the set of all continuous potentials as
Since the case we will later be interested in 1 # W the functions in W & C (X) are all potentials. By
we denote the reduced function or the reduit of f # W to the set A/X. It can be shown that there exists a unique measure =# Later we will see that this notion of harmonicity is a reasonable generalization of the classical one and it particularly is related to a certain operator, namely in the case we are interested in to the operator &p * (x, D). Let us emphasize that hyperharmonic and harmonic functions are defined on the entire space X.
In the setting of a balayage space the Perron Wiener Brelot method gives a reasonable approach to the Dirichlet problem. For this purpose we consider an open set 0/X and a function f: X Ä R . We define the functions From [2] we can take the following existence results for generalized solutions: In order to get well-behaved generalized solutions to the Dirichlet problem, we need the notion of regular points. Again we follow [2] . By Theorem 4.1.B the following definition makes sense. 
holds. The set 0 is said to be regular if all points x # 0 are regular. In [2] various results on regular and irregular points are proved, but we will not discuss them here. Now we want to apply the results on the Dirichlet problem in a balayage space to the operator p * (x, D), *>0, considered in Section 3. Thus we suppose that p: R n _R Ä R satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 and we are working with the balayage space (R n , E (Tt, *)t 0 ). We know that x [ 1 is an excessive function for (T t, * ) t 0 and therefore each v # E (Tt, This, however, would require a regularity result for u, namely that u lies in the C -domain of p * (x, D) regarded as the generator of the Feller semigroup (T t, * ) t 0 . We return to this problem later.
Now we have
*)t 0 & C (R n ) is
5.
On the Dirichlet Problem for p * (x, D) in the Setting of Its Generated Dirichlet Space, I
In the first section we associated a bilinear form B * with the operator p * (x, D), i.e.
Moreover, we proved in [17] that B * defined on H a 2 , 1Â2 (R n ) is a closed form and for * sufficiently large B * is positive, see Theorem 1.1. If in addition B * is symmetric, then for all * 0 the form B * is a Dirichlet form, i.e. (B * , H a 2 , 1Â2 (R n )) is a symmetric Dirichlet space. Using the notion of a semi-Dirichlet form as introduced in [22] , we can prove, see [19] , Theorem 2.2, that B * , * sufficiently large, is always a semi-Dirichlet form, without assuming symmetry. In this section we want to handle a (generalized) Dirichlet problem for the operator p * (x, D) by using the bilinear form B * .
For this let 0/R n be an open set. Since our operator is non-local and in general does not satisfy the transmission condition, see [13] and [14] where the transmission condition is examined for some pseudo differential operators generating Markov processes, we shall start with the following definition of the Dirichlet problem for p * (x, D): given f:
hold. Clearly, we have to specify the regularity assumptions on f and u.
Since we want to use the Hilbert spaces H a 2 , s (R n ), s 0, to handle (5.2), we may first assume f # L 2 (R n ) and u # H a 2 , 1 (R n ). In this case all equations in (5.2) are supposed to hold almost everywhere with respect to the Lebesgue measure. However, it turns out that more regularity assumptions, at least in the beginning are helpful. Thus let us assume that f # H a 2 , 1 (R n ). Next we reduce problem (5.2) to a problem with homogeneous``boundary'' data. For this suppose that u # H a 2 , 1 (R n ) solves (5.2) with f # H a 2 , 1 (R n ). Here, as in the following, we consider C 0 (0) as a subspace of (0) and W * / H a 2 , 1Â2 0 (0), respectively. In addition we have dim V * =dim W * . Furthermore, in order that at least one weak solution u # H a 2 , 1Â2 0 (0) to (5.4) exists, it is necessary and sufficient that (g, w) 0 =0 holds for all w # W * . The solution is unique up to an element of V * .
The proof of this theorem is a standard modification of the proof of Theorem I.14.6 in [6] . 
, since then we will get a solution to the original problem (5.2). As in the theory of elliptic differential operators we decompose this regularity problem into two questions, namely to the problem of interior regularity and to the problem of boundary regularity. Unfortunately, we have no results in the Hilbert space setting for the second problem, while the following interior regularity result was proved in [18] , Theorem 8.3:
Theorem 5.2. Suppose p * (x, D) satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.1. Then for any .
i.e. u # H a 2 , 1 loc (0).
In Section 6 we will discuss the well-known concept of reduced functions in the setting of symmetric Dirichlet spaces, which gives a first relation to the results obtained in the theory of balayage spaces. In Section 7 we proceed further in the comparison of the two approaches by using probabilistic methods.
6. On the Dirichlet Problem for &p * (x, D) in the Setting of Its Generated Dirichlet Space, II
In the last section we discussed the Dirichlet problem for &p * (x, D) in a weak formulation using the Dirichlet space generated by &p * (x, D). Actually we only used that &p * (x, D) generates a coercive bilinear form on H a 2 , 1Â2 0 (0) and we did not further use the Dirichlet space structure. In this section we will use this Dirichlet space structure in order to get more inside in the weak formulation of the Dirichlet problem. Furthermore, we will compare the results obtained in Section 5 with the results of this section.
In doing so, we will assume for this section that B * , * 0, is a symmetric form. First we recall some results from the general theory of Dirichlet spaces following M. Fukushima [7] .
Let (E, D(E)) be an arbitrary, symmetric and regular Dirichlet space, D(E)/L 2 (X;+). Its capacity is denoted by cap and q.e. means quasi everywhere with respect to this capacity as well as quasi continuity refers to this capacity.
It is well-known that each element u # D(E) has a quasi continuous modification, i.e. there exists a quasi continuous function u~such that u~=u +-almost everywhere. Next we want to introduce the *-reduced function of an element u # D(E). For this let E * ( } , } )=E( } , } )+*( } , } ) 0 , * 0. Clearly (E * , D(E)) is a Dirichlet space. Let *>0. We call u # L 2 (X, +) *-excessive with respect to the sub-Markovian semigroup (S t ) t 0 associated with E, if u 0 and Here, as usual, w denotes a quasi continuous modification of
We call u B the *-reduced function of u on B. As shown in [7] we have the following characterization for u B : For this reason we recall some results known as spectral synthesis property of Dirichlet spaces. We are still following M. Fukushima [7] . Let B be a Borel set and For a closed set 1/X we denote by W 1 * the space of all u # D(E) such that _ * (u) # 1. The spectral synthesis theorem for Dirichlet spaces, Theorem 3.3.4 in [7] , states
(6.12)
To proceed further, we need the existence of a``nice'' core for (E, D(E)). Later, this core will be the set of all test functions. Now, let us assume that (E, D(E)) admits a core C with the following properties:
(i) C is a subalgebra of D(E) & C 0 (X) and there exist for any =>0 a function . = : R Ä R such that . = (t)=t for t # [0, 1], &= . = (t) 1+= for all t # R and 0 . = (t$)&. = (t) t$&t whenever t<t$. Moreover, . = (u) # C for all u # C. holds for all v # C with supp v/0. Now we want to apply these results to the bilinear form B defined on H a 2 , 1Â2 (R n ). Note that, if &p(x, D) is symmetric, then B is a Dirichlet form. We know that B * , *>0 gives a scalar product equivalent to ( } , } ) a 2 , 1Â2 .
Thus for any open set 0/R n we have
First we claim By Theorem 5.2 we know that v # H a 2 , 1 loc (0), which implies in this case,
loc (0). In particular this holds for the *-reduced function f 0 c for any *-excessive function f # H a 2 , 1 (R n ). In order to compare the results of Section 4 with those of this section, we will use a probabilistic approach to the Dirichlet problem, which is presented in the next section. Let &p * (x, D) be as in Theorem 1.1, suppose in addition that it is symmetric and satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.2. Thus &p * (x, D), *>0, extends to a self-adjoint operator in L 2 (R n ) with domain H a 2 , 1 (R n ). Furthermore, as we already know, it also extends to a generator of a symmetric Feller semigroup (T t, * ) t 0 , *>0, which is strong Feller. Clearly (T t, * ) t 0 can be extended to a symmetric sub-Markovian semigroup (T L 2 t, * ) t 0 and this semigroup is nothing but the semigroup associated with the Dirichlet form B * . Thus, the Hunt process associated with B * and the Feller process (X t, * ) t 0 constructed from (T t, * ) t 0 are equivalent and therefore we do not need to care about exceptional sets. Now let 0/R n be an open set and
It is well-known that { 0 is a stopping time. Now suppose that
is well-defined. Note that by convention g is extended by 0 in the point at infinity. It turns out that for a large class of functions g, u can be identified with the solution to the Dirichlet problem in the setting of balayage spaces as well as in the setting of Dirichlet spaces. Thus for good``boundary'' data both notions can be identified. In particular this allows us to interpret the solution of the Dirichlet problem in the frame of balayage space as something naturally related to the generator of the corresponding Feller semigroup. First we will discuss the probabilistic interpretation of the solution of the Dirichlet problem in the corresponding balayage space. Again we follow [2] . Thus we are working in the balayage space (R n , E (Tt, *)t 0 ) generated by p * (x, D), *>0, see Corollary 3.1. Note that 1 # E (Tt, *)t 0 . Let f # P be a continuous potential of this balayage space. Then by Theorem 4.1.A we know that f is resolutive and the generalized solution to the Dirichlet problem in the sense of a balayage space, Definition 4.1, is given by But from Theorem VI.3.14 in [2] it follows that R f * 0 c (x)=E x ( f (X {0 )) (7.4) holds, where R f * 0 c denotes the lower semicontinuous regularization of a function R f 0 c : R n Ä R , i.e. for all f # P. Clearly by linearity (7.5) also holds true for all differences of continuous potentials, i.e. f=p 1 &p 2 , p 1 , p 2 # P. But by functions of this type we can uniformly approximate any non-negative function f # C 0 (R n ). In fact, let p 0 # P be a bounded, strictly positive continuous potential, see Proposition 2.1 for the existence of such potentials. Then by [2] , I.1.2 for any =>0 there exist p 1 , p 2 # P such that 0 p 1 &p 2 f p 1 &p 2 +=p 0 and therefore
Hence, if we apply this approximation to both sides of equation (7.5) , by Proposition 4.1 we find that (7.5) is valid and H 0 f # C(R n ) for all f # C 0 (R n ), f 0. Now we repeat the same type of argument, first taking differences of such functions and then approximating w.r.t. uniform convergence and eventually find In particular, this gives a reasonable interpretation for the Dirichlet problem in the setting of balayage spaces by using the generator of the corresponding Feller semigroup.
